Abstract
Introduction
Humans routinely and effortlessly judge the importance of image regions, and focus attention on important parts. Computationally detecting such salient image regions remains a significant goal, as it allows preferential allocation of computational resources in subsequent image analysis and synthesis. Extracted saliency maps are widely used in many computer vision applications including object ofinterest image segmentation [1] , object recognition, adaptive compression of images, content aware image editing, and image retrieval .
Saliency originates from visual uniqueness, unpredictability, rarity, or surprise, and is often attributed to variations in image attributes like color, gradient, edges, and boundaries. Visual saliency, being closely related to how we perceive and process visual stimuli, is investigated by multiple disciplines including cognitive psychology, neurobiology and computer vision Theories of human attention hypothesize that the human vision system only processes parts of an image in detail, while leaving others nearly unprocessed. Early work by Treisman and Gelade, Koch and Ullman, and subsequent attention theories proposed by Itti, Wolfe and others, suggest two stages of visual attention: fast, pre-attentive, bottom-up, data driven saliency extraction; and slower, task dependent, top-down, goal driven saliency extraction.
The term saliency was used by Tsotsos et al. [2] and Olshausen et al. [3] in their work on visual attention, and by Itti et al. [4] in their work on rapid scene analysis. Saliency has also been referred to as visual attention, unpredictability, rarity, or surprise. Saliency estimation methods can broadly be classified as biologically based, purely computational, or a combination. In general, all methods employ a low-level approach by determining contrast of image regions relative to their surroundings, using one or more features of intensity, color, and orientation. Itti et al. base their method on the biologically plausible architecture proposed by Koch and Ullman . They determine center-surround contrast using a Difference of Gaussians (DoG) approach. Frintrop et al. present a method inspired by Itti's method, but they compute centersurround differences with square filters and use integral images to speed up the calculations. Other methods are purely computational [5] and are not based on biological vision principles. Ma and Zhang [6] and Achanta et al. [7] estimate saliency using center-surround feature distances. Hu et al. estimate saliency by applying heuristic measures on initial saliency measures obtained by histogram thresholding of feature maps. Gao and Vasconcelos [8] maximize the mutual information between the feature distributions of center and surround regions in an image, while Hou and Zhang [9] rely on frequency domain processing. The third category of methods are those that incorporate ideas that are partly based on biological models and partly on computational ones. For instance, Harel et al. [10] create feature maps using Itti's method but perform their normalization using a graph based approach. Other methods use a computational approach like maximization of information [11] that represents a biologically plausible model of saliency detection.
In several of concern to several significant analysis algorithm analysis and evaluation, and on the basis of the algorithm is mainly to the advantages and shortcomings of thinking and analysis, and put forward a kind of takes into account both the local characteristics and consider the overall significant new significant analysis algorithm (Max algorithm). And in the proposed three groups of evaluation index on the basis of the new significant algorithm and the other algorithm is evaluation.
Frequency-tuned salient region detection (IG) algorithm
IG algorithm has three advantages: emphasize the largest salient objects; uniformly highlight whole salient regions; establish well-defined boundaries of salient objects; disregard high frequencies arising from texture, noise and blocking artifacts; efficiently output full resolution saliency maps.
Let lc w be the low frequency cut-off value and hc w be the high frequency cut-off value. To highlight large salient objects, we need to consider very low frequencies from the original image, i.e. lc w has to be low (first criterion). This also helps highlight salient objects uniformly (second criterion).
In order to have well defined boundaries, we need to retain high frequencies from the original image, i.e. hc w has to be high (third criterion). However, to avoid noise, coding artifacts, and texture patterns, the highest frequencies need to be disregarded (fourth criterion). Since we are interested in a saliency map containing a wide range of frequencies, combining the outputs of several band pass filters with contiguous [ lc w ; hc w ] pass bands is appropriate.
Combining DoG band pass filters
We choose the DoG filter (Eq. 1) for band pass filtering. The DoG filter is widely used in edge detection since it closely and efficiently approximates the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter, cited as the most satisfactory operator for detecting intensity changes when the standard deviations of the Gaussians are in the ratio 1:1. 
for an integer N > 0, which is simply the difference of two Gaussians (since all the terms except the first and last add up to zero) whose standard deviations can have any ratio K = N  . That is, we can obtain the combined result of applying several band pass filters by choosing a DoG with a large K. If we assume that 1  and 2  are varied in such a way as to keep  constant at 1.6 (as needed for an ideal edge detector), then we essentially add up the output of several edge detectors (or selective band pass filters) at several image scales. This gives an intuitive understanding of why the salient regions will be fully covered and not just highlighted on edges or in the center of the regions.
Parameter selection
Based on the arguments in the previous section, a strategic selection of 1  and 2  will provide an appropriate bandpass filter to retain the desired spatial frequencies from the original image when However, use of filters of a practical length, providing a correspondingly simple implementation, renders this approximation inaccurate.
The two  and therefore frequency parameters are therefore selected as follows. To implement a large ratio in standard deviations, we drive 1  to infinity. This results in a notch in frequency at DC while retaining all other frequencies.
To remove high frequency noise and textures, we use a small Gaussian kernel keeping in mind the need for computational simplicity. For small kernels, the binomial filter approximates the Gaussian very well in the discrete case [6] . We use 1/16 [1; 4; 6; 4; 1] giving hc w = 2:75. We therefore retain more than twice as much high-frequency content from the original image as GB and at least 40% more than SR.
Saliency map computing
The saliency map is computed as:
where  I is the arithmetic mean pixel value of the image and whc I is the Gaussian blurred version of the original image to eliminate fine texture details as well as noise and coding artifacts. The norm of the difference is used since we are interested only in the magnitude of the differences. This is computationally quite efficient (fourth criterion). Also, as we operate on the original image without any downsampling, we obtain a full resolution saliency map (last criterion). To extend Eq. 3 to use features of color and luminance, we rewrite it as:
where  I is the mean image feature vector, whc I (x; y) is the corresponding image pixel vector value in the Gaussian blurred version (using a 5_5 separable binomial kernel) of the original image, and kk is the L2 norm. Using the Lab color space, each pixel location is an [L; a; b]T vector, and the L2 norm is the Euclidean distance. Our method, summarized in Eq. 4 allows us to fulfill all of the requirements for salient region detection listed earlier in this section. This is a significant target integrated consideration an algorithm, by this algorithm is of significant figure general can get significant goals overall outline, but can see from Fig. 1 , the algorithm is significantly the disadvantages of the brightness of the area with no significant regional brightness difference obvious enough. 
Figure. 2 IG saliency maps
For this, we add the neighborhood inhomogeneity factor to in the IG algorithm. The brightness of A Novel Saliency Region Detection Algorithm Shangbing Gao, Yunyang Yan the area will be significantly more bright, and no significant influence on the overall target outline. 
Saliency detection method combined by neighborhood inhomogeneity factor

Neighborhood inhomogeneity factor
is a pixel-value difference measure. Then we can define one neighborhood inhomogeneity factor (NIF) as follows:
where  refers to the cardinality of a set, i.e., the number of elements in a set. ) ( p NIF is defined to be the ratio of the number of pixels having the similar intensity with p to all pixels in the neighborhood.
Obviously, this value is quite discrepant for different pixels.
, in such a situation, p is similar to most of its neighboring pixels and vice versa. Fig.2 (b) shows the NCF of the image. We choose the pixels, whose NIF larger than 0.5, as seed to grow the region. 
New saliency detection method
To address this problem, we make improvement on the IG algorithm based on brightness not to join the consistency factor. The brightness of the area will be significantly more bright, and no significant influence on the overall target outline. This section we will build a new significant algorithm, a local features is considered, and consider the algorithm of significant target integrity.
We assume that the saliency map by IG is IG S , and the saliency map through the neighborhood inhomogeneity factor is NIF S . In order to the comprehensive advantages of the two algorithm, the proposed new significant analysis algorithm significant figure in each pixel is the significant value IG algorithm and the NIF algorithm are significant figure in corresponding pixels two significant value of the maximum. Namely get new saliency map:
The figure 3 can see new significant analysis algorithm is significant in the chart the significant regional retained the IG algorithm is significantly in the clear significant figure area boundary, also retained by the domain is not consistent NIF get significant factor in the graph of the most significant those significant regional pixels. We call this new algorithm for Max algorithm. 
Max saliency detection algorithm experimental results and evaluation
Max saliency detection algorithm experimental results and evaluation test machines (PIV, CPU 3.0 G, 2 Gb memory), software platform using the Matlab7.0, the selection of literature [6] public image database as test image set.
We select two of the image, use more the most classic respectively the significant detection algorithm is IT, GBVS [7] , IG, SR, AC to get the corresponding significant figure and the algorithm Max significant figure compared, as shown in Fig. 4, 5 shows. From the comparison shows, this algorithm can significant figure best Max, not only show significant goals overall outline, and make significant area from the vision more outstanding, more light. From the analysis on to numerical figure shows the efficiency of the significant goals, significant figure shows the efficiency of the target the higher the better show that the algorithm, and comparing different significant advantage of the algorithm, this paper USES artificial segmentation image, use the following three parameters P (Precision), R (Recall), F (F-measure) to describe the significant figure and artificial segmentation image consistency. Figure 6 is the figure 5 corresponding artificial segmentation image. Figure 7 is each significant extraction algorithm in the database on the average of the three parameters statistics.
Figure. 6 The corresponding ground truth segmentation image
Figure. 7 The evaluation (P,R,F) on dataset [6] We Can see from figure 7, the algorithm in the three indexes are better than the other algorithm is basically that our algorithm is significant figure shows the absolute efficiency is the highest goal.
5.Conclusion
Based on the analysis of the IG algorithm was proposed based on a combination of neighborhood inconsistencies of the operator significant algorithm. The proposed algorithm comprehensive consideration of the local feature Max contrast and comparison general characteristics, thus it retained the IG algorithm keep the significant regional advantages, also even more highlighted significant region and the background, the difference on the vision, the effect is very significant.
In the future, this algorithm will be used in Max algorithm significant regional segmentation and image scaling. 
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